Save the date!
Multilingual #EUCodeWeekMOOC Twitter chat
Saturday 6 June, at 13:00 CEST
What is a Twitter chat?
A Twitter chat is a public Twitter conversation around one unique hashtag (#) that allows users to follow
the discussion and participate in it. As part of our EU Code Week Icebreaker course, we will have a
Multilingual Twitter chat on 6 June 2020 at 13:00 pm CEST.
The host of the Twitter chat will be Naír Carrera, the course coordinator and Education Manager of EU
Code Week at European Schoolnet.
On Saturday 6 June at 13:00 CEST, Naír will post questions that will be identified at the beginning as Q1,
Q2 and so on, to promote answers from participants of the Twitter chat, which will be identified as A1,
A2 and so on.
Given that on this course there are hundreds of participants from different countries, this twitter chat will
be moderated by international #EdChatEU facilitators. This means that the moderators who will be
available that day, will translate the questions the host will publish into different languages, so that it´s
easier for participants who don´t speak English to take part in the Twitter chat as well and engage in the
different conversations.
The hashtags for this twitter chat are #EUCodeWeekMOOC and #EdChatEU

How long does a Twitter chat last?
Twitter Chats usually last around one hour, but participants are welcome to stay longer and keep
interacting with colleagues if they want to.

Tips and advises to participate in a twitter chat
Please see below some useful tips and advises for the twitter chat participants:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In every tweet, always add: #EUCodeWeekMOOC , @na_carrera and #EdChatEU
Please note the Question number/s (Q1, Q2, Q3) at the beginning of the tweet, and specify the
same number/s in your answers (A1, A2, A3)
Tweet your own thoughts and ideas on that topic.
Share some related tools and links
Retweet if you like
Give feedback: whether you like the twitter chat or not, let us know! This is the only way we have
to keep improving
Enjoy! There will be a community of international like-minded teachers, make sure you make the
most out of them, share, interact, learn, and enjoy, together with them.
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